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SPECS
WEIGHT (empty) : 2 lbs.
EXTERNAL: 17.5"h x 11"w x 6.5"d
MAIN INTERNAL POCKETS (front to back) :
7.5"h x 9"w x 2"d
12.5"h x 10.5"w x 3"d
17"h x 10.5"w x 1.5"d

You’ve never seen a flight bag quite like this. The unique sling pack design protects and 
organizes a surprising amount of gear, but is one of the smallest flight bags you can buy. 
It fits comfortably between or under the seats in your airplane, and won’t weigh you down 
with unnecessary pockets. Dedicated iPad and headset pockets protect your most expensive 
equipment, while numerous mesh pockets keep your cords organized. Includes a carry handle 
and a single padded shoulder strap that can be adjusted for right or left shoulder use.
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•  Metal hardware
•  First of its kind in GA bags—sling pack 

shoulder strap
•  MA1-inspired rescue orange soft 

fleece lining
•  Water bottle / back-up radio pocket
•  Fleece-lined protective headset pocket 

with battery holders for ANR headsets
•  Fuel tester pocket with exclusive 

securing strap 
•  4 internal mesh organizers for cables 

and charging cords
•  Pen and pencil pockets

FRONT ACCESS HEADSET POCKET CUSTOM MOLDED, PADDED BACK FLEECE-LINED COMPUTER POCKET 
WITH CORD ORGANIZATION


